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Beanies by MooreCo (Indoor)

Featuring the same soft and comfortable interior cushioning used for our highest quality soft seating, 
these bean bag chairs come in multiple sizes and versions for both indoor and outside settings. Indoor 
styles feature an exterior of cozy microsuede. Available in select fabrics and multiple colors to suit any 
room with style. Beanies were designed with humans of all ages in mind, featuring a standard childproof 
zipper for hours of play and restoration.

 ▪ Choose from five indoor styles, including: Lima Lounger (two sizes available), Lentil Round Lounger 
(two sizes available), and the Pinto Pillow. 

 ▪ Each Beanie includes a standard childproof zipper and is suitable for all ages.

Indoor Lentil Round Lounger (Large) Indoor Lima Lounger (Small)

Indoor Lentil Round 
Lounger (Small)

Indoor Pinto Pillow

Indoor Lima Lounger (Large)

Buckskin Charcoal Lipstick Navy Purple Sea Blue Tide Pool
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Beanies by MooreCo (Outdoor)

Featuring soft and comfortable cushioning, these bean bag chairs come in multiple sizes and versions for both 
indoor and outside settings. Outdoor Beanies feature 100% machine washable exterior made of Sunbrella 
canvas. Available in select fabrics and multiple colors to suit any space with style.

 ▪ Choose from five outdoor styles, including: Chana Lounge Chair, Fava Lounge Chair, square ottoman, round 
ottoman, or rectangle ottoman.

 ▪ 100% machine washable dual layer bean bag with removable insert. 

Outdoor Chana Lounge Chair

Ginkgo Jockey RedNavy Tuscan

Outdoor Fava Lounge Chair + 
Outdoor Square Ottoman

Outdoor Fava Lounge Chair

Childproof zipper and 
100% washable dual layer  

Chana Lounge Chair Fava Lounge Chair

Round Ottoman Square Ottoman Rectangle Ottoman
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